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Bina has been slowly falling apart her entire life, because she has
been made to feel that her birth was the death of her mother’s
hopes. Their horribly dysfunctional relationship comes to a head
when Bina is kicked out of her home. Borrowing her mother’s
dreams of fame and fortune, she arrives at Catherine House,
a girl’s boarding house in New York City. There, no one seems
able to leave, and some of the girls resemble photographs on
the stairs from the 1920s. Soon it is up to Bina to untangle the
mystery, finding the truth that will allow her to move on with her
life.

9781616203733

With a main character so lost that she is flawed to the point of
hopelessness, the story lacks an anchor or touch point for moral
reference, making it difficult to relate to and empathize with the
situations. But feelings of unwanted freedom and brutal integrity
contrast sharply with the hopelessness, giving a poignant air to
the story and lending the plot its primary strength. Reality and
paranormal influences mingle in ways that are never clarified but
that keep a reader engaged in solving the riddle. Unfortunately,
there seems to be no backstory to keep the elements connected
in a way that would provide a satisfactory conclusion. Without a
clear theme or any level of human connection, this haunting story
ends up being somewhat disappointing.
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